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ABSTRACT
Political parties use electoral clientelism to mobilise their core
voters and to persuade swing voters to support them. Earlier
research shows that clientelism occurs more often in highly
competitive elections. Against these conclusions, this article
argues that a large margin of victory can drive the use of
electoral clientelism irrespective of the type of constituency. The
analysis uses county-level data from the 2020 election campaign
in Romania and shows that electoral clientelism is used more in
those constituencies with a clear winner. These effects are robust
when controlling for socio-economic vulnerability and the
percentage of the urban population.
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Introduction

Electoral clientelism is the process through which political parties use public resources to
increase support in society, mobilise voters and maintain access to political power (Piat-
toni 2001; Carreras and İrepoğlu 2013; Gans-Morse, Mazzuca, and Nichter 2014). The litera-
ture focusing on which voters are targeted by electoral clientelism goes in three
directions. First, the core voter model argues that political parties are likely to distribute
benefits primarily to their loyal voters. This happens because the party knows them well
and the voters are embedded in partisan networks. As such, electoral clientelism can be
used effectively to maintain loyalty and to mobilise them (Cox and McCubbins 1986; Cox
2009; Calvo and Murillo 2013; Diaz-Cayeros, Estevez, and Magaloni 2016). Second, the
swing voter model claims that political actors could target voters who are open to politi-
cal alternatives and who support different competitors over time. Electoral clientelism
would be used in this case to persuade citizens how to vote. This applies both to
voters of other parties hoping to determine a change of preferences or to persuade
voters who are undecided (Dixit and Londregan 1996; Dahlberg and Johansson 2002;
Stokes et al. 2013). These two models illustrate that clientelism can be used to mobilise
own voters or to chase opposition or undecided voters (Rohrschneider 2002; Nichter
2008). A third possibility is the combination of the core and swing voter approach to
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augment electoral support. Diversified approaches include targeting different types of
voters with different types of goods or distributing benefits selectively (Calvo and
Murillo 2013; Stokes et al. 2013; Diaz-Cayeros, Estevez, and Magaloni 2016; Corstange
2018).

Much research on the core vs. swing voter models of clientelism tests them in con-
ditions related to poverty, weak partisan attachment or low propensity for turnout
(Nichter 2008; Collier and Vicente 2012; Diaz-Cayeros, Estevez, and Magaloni 2016).
However, much less attention is paid to what happens when electoral competition is con-
sidered. The few studies on the topic outline that political parties campaign more in com-
petitive areas, but have difficulties in targeting resources evenly across electoral areas
(Casey 2015). Previous research also distinguishes between the types of incentives pro-
vided in the electoral strongholds vs. competitive districts (Corstange 2018). The existing
line of enquiry considers that electoral competitiveness occurs outside party strongholds,
where core voters are placed. This article extends this literature by offering a different per-
spective. Unlike the existing wisdom in the literature concluding that clientelism occurs
more in competitive constituencies (Lindberg and Morrison 2008; Weitz-Shapiro 2012;
Poteete 2019), we argue that clientelism is used more in those constituencies where
there was a large margin of victory in the previous elections. We analyse if the mechanism
is similar irrespective of the type of constituencies (core vs. swing). In brief, this study
seeks to answer the following research question: What are the effects of constituency
type and margin of victory on the use of clientelism at the constituency level?

Empirically, we focus on the 2020 legislative election in Romania and use aggregate
data of electoral clientelism at the constituency (county) level. The constituency is the
appropriate level of analysis because it allows observing the margin of victory, which is
calculated for each constituency in the Romanian electoral system and links the constitu-
ency type with party strategies. Romania is the most likely case to observe the expected
effects due to its high use of electoral clientelism, weak partisan ties and the existence of
party strongholds (core constituencies). Although the evidence is limited to one election
and to a relatively limited number of observations, it is an important exploratory test of
our argument. We assess the level of clientelism with the help of primary data from an
original survey conducted in January 2021 on a nationally representative sample of
4,316 respondents. We use secondary data for the electoral performance of parties,
which inform about both the type of constituency and the margin of victory. Secondary
data at the county level are used to assess the control variables: economic vulnerability,
the share of urban areas inhabitants, voter turnout, the winning party and the average
age of the population. We focus on the positive – as opposed to coercive – forms of elec-
toral clientelism (Mares and Young 2019), which include a wide range of actions from
goods and money to preferential access to social benefits and jobs. Positive clientelism
is much more common in elections and voters in Europe are usually exposed more to
its forms than to coercive clientelism.

The next section discusses the theoretical connection between core constituencies,
electoral competition and the use of clientelism. This includes a discussion about hypoth-
eses. The third section is devoted to case selection, variable measurement andmethods of
data analysis. Next, we present and interpret the main results, while also embedding them
in the broader literature. The conclusions cover the implications of our findings for the
broader field of study and discuss directions for further research.
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Core constituencies, electoral competition and clientelism

There are two categories of citizens that are targeted by electoral clientelism: core and
swing voters. Core voters are supporters who identify culturally, ideologically and politi-
cally with a political actor (Corstange 2018). They develop partisan feelings and support a
party for what it represents and not for what they can gain if they support it. In their case,
political actors use electoral clientelism as a strategy to enforce their partisanship and to
make sure that they will remain loyal to them (Hicken 2011). This could be done by pro-
viding them with material (e.g. goods, money) or non-material (e.g. welfare policies)
benefits that enforce the belief that political actors value them beyond ideological and
political reasons (Stokes 2009; Gherghina 2013). Core voters are easier to target by the
political actors because they are embedded in party networks and they do not risk
wasting resources (Mares and Young 2018; Rauschenbach and Paula 2019).

The clientelistic political machines include three types of actors and the relations
between these. These actors are the patrons (political parties or candidates) who distri-
bute material or non-material goods and provide preferential access to services with
the help of brokers (partisan intermediaries) to their clients (voters) (Muñoz 2014;
Schaffer and Baker 2015). The systematic distribution of clientelistic offers enforces the
partisanship of loyal supporters and is mostly employed as a strategy to reward loyal
voters who become aware of the benefits of clientelism (Gans-Morse, Mazzuca, and
Nichter 2014; Yıldırım and Kitschelt 2020). Machine parties engage in turnout buying
for core constituents who would not otherwise vote (Nichter 2008). While it makes
little sense for political parties to use clientelism in their core constituencies in the case
of single-shot elections (Stokes 2005), elections are iterated games in which parties and
voters meet regularly. Consequently, the forward-looking parties cement their relation-
ship with the loyal voters through clientelistic inducements.

Electoral clientelism can also work as a persuasion instrument meant to stimulate pol-
itical participation and influence vote choice (Gans-Morse, Mazzuca, and Nichter 2014).
Swing voters do not have political affiliations or partisan feelings. They change their pol-
itical preferences and usually support only those actors that promote policies that are in
line with their expectations or that give them something (Weghorst and Lindberg 2013).
They are still available on the electoral pool and are highly targeted with clientelist prac-
tices by those who want to maximise their votes (Stokes 2009; Hicken et al. 2022).

However, unlike core voters, electoral clientelism is more costly for swing voters. Political
actors risk to waste resources if they failed to identify the swing voters and their expectations
or needs (Weghorst and Lindberg 2011; Rauschenbach and Paula 2019; Hicken et al. 2022).
Swing voters are motivated by short-term rewards and could be more rational and sophis-
ticated in their political choice because they are not constrained by political ideologies or
group loyalties (Dassonneville and Stiers 2018). Following these arguments, we expect:

H1: Core constituencies favoiur the use of electoral clientelism.

Electoral competition

The degree of electoral competition can influence the use of clientelism. The latter is likely
to occur when there is strong electoral competition and large numbers of undecided
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voters whose engagement would change the political outcome (Hicken 2011; Weghorst
and Lindberg 2011). Under these circumstances, the single machine assumption accord-
ing to which only one political party engages in clientelism (Stokes 2009; Gans-Morse,
Mazzuca, and Nichter 2014) is replaced by competitive clientelism in which several
party machines bid for voters (Lust 2009). In competitive constituencies the use of clien-
telism could maximise the vote shares for those political actors using it. When the race is
tight, the distribution of resources could be the supplementary incentive to persuade
voters to sway.

However, there are reasons for which electoral clientelism can be used extensively in
non-competitive constituencies. Both the winner and the challengers can gain from enga-
ging in such practices. On the one hand, the winner in electoral strongholds may use cli-
entelism to secure its dominance. Political parties cannot take for granted that electoral
support will be at similar levels over time. By maintaining a large share of votes in the con-
stituency, parties have two main benefits. First, they ensure continuous support, send a
signal of symbolic legitimacy to the electorate and to other parties, and thus strengthen
their position in the political system. In doing so, parties target both core and swing
voters. Core voters are unlikely to remain loyal if clientelistic benefits are aimed only at
swing voters (Nichter 2008). At the same time, winning parties may also target the sup-
porters of other parties hoping to increase their ranks and to compensate for potential
losses from their own electorate (e.g. people leave the constituency and change
preferences).

The signal of legitimacy could create domino effects in future among the electorate, i.e.
voters would keep supporting these parties to be on the winning side. It could also
provide other parties with incentives to engage in (coalition) agreements with the
winners (Corstange 2018). Second, the winners cultivate an image of invincibility in
that constituency, which decreases the likelihood of internal conflict and the costs of com-
petition in future (Magaloni 2006; Szwarcberg 2015; Corstange 2018). The frequent target-
ing of own voters with clientelistic inducements gets voters used to certain types of goods
and services. It also keeps the costs under control in future by preventing voters from
demanding more expensive treats.

On the other hand, challenger parties provide clientelistic inducements to secure the
runner-up position in the constituency and to diminish the strength of the winner. First,
they use clientelism as a mobilising strategy aimed at their own voters who may change
their preferences if only the winner party distributes resources in the constituency. This
strategy is reactive to electoral pressure and reflects a bandwagon effect in which the
winner sets a trend and the challengers follow to avoid higher electoral losses. Moreover,
the challenger parties could be inclined towards clientelism out of the fear that other
competitors – not only the winner – may use it, which may result in vote loss for them-
selves. In this case, clientelism is rooted in credible threats from competitors.

Second, challenger parties may use clientelism to court either the winner’s supporters
or the undecided voters. Political responsiveness and clientelism can coexist rather than
being opposite forms of political mobilisation (Poteete 2019). Even in elections that
render outcomes certain, challenger parties may strive to lower the dominance of one
competitor and to narrow the margin of victory. They do so by complementing their pro-
grammatic appeals with clientelistic inducements. Without such efforts, voters may per-
ceive that the challengers gave up and accepted defeat. Equally important, political
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parties that are challengers in some electoral strongholds are likely to have safe constitu-
encies elsewhere in the country. Parties are inconsistent if they provide clientelistic indu-
cements in those constituencies in which they are safe winners, but do proceed differently
in constituencies where they are runners-up or lower. Such inconsistency may be per-
ceived negatively by the electorate and have negative effects that are difficult to antici-
pate. According to all these arguments, we expect:

H2: High margin of victory in previous elections favours the use of electoral clientelism.

Controls

In addition to these main effects, we control for several variables that were considered
usual suspects in the literature: economic development, rural population, turnout,
winning party and the average age of the population. The level of economic development
is one of the most common explanations in the literature. Some argue that economically
deprived communities and individuals receive clientelistic inducements (Auyero 1999;
Weitz-Shapiro 2012; Sugiyama and Hunter 2013). There is also a higher demand for clien-
telism among the socially and economically deprived segments of society (Nichter 2010;
Weitz-Shapiro 2014; Kao, Lust, and Rakner 2017). However, the evidence is mixed (Hicken
2011) and some studies find no evidence of income effects (Gonzalez-Ocantos et al. 2012).

The type of community in which voters live could influence the extent of electoral cli-
entelism. The tight social structure and community cohesion of rural areas provide the
possibility of establishing emotional long-term ties between parties and voters (Koter
2013). Clientelistic linkages can be stronger in rural areas characterised by low literacy
or limited modes of communication (Cinar 2016). However, evidence also indicates that
clientelism thrives in urban settlements, especially in the provision of land and services
(Deuskar 2020).

We also control voter turnout because this can be one of the aims of electoral clientelism.
When receiving inducements voters are asked to turn out, to stay home or to change their
vote choices (Stokes 2005; Nichter 2008; Larreguy, Marshall, and Querubín 2016). Turnout
buying rewards demobilised supporters for showing up to the polls, while abstention
buying is a demobilisation strategy that rewards individuals for not voting (Schedler and
Schaffer 2007; Gans-Morse, Mazzuca, and Nichter 2014; Hagene 2015). The winning party
may also make a difference in the use of clientelism since large parties have a higher
access to resources. Some of the large parties are in office at the time of elections and
incumbents engage more often in clientelistic exchanges compared to opposition parties
(Larreguy, Marshall, and Trucco 2012). Finally, the population age might make a difference
regarding the use of clientelism because young people put pressure on politicians to
provide jobs and access to services (Keefer 2005). At the same time, young people are
more informed, better organised, more critical and more demanding towards, which
could make them less desirable targets for clientelism (Loughlin 2020).

Research design

Our exploratory endeavour draws on evidence regarding the use of clientelism in Roma-
nian counties during the most recent legislative elections (December 2020). We focus on
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Romania as the most likely case in which they may be observed. There are three elements
that are relevant: the use of electoral clientelism, weak partisan ties/electoral volatility and
the party strongholds (core constituencies). First, there is extensive use of electoral clien-
telism in the country. Earlier evidence shows how political parties use it regularly since
2008 (Gherghina 2013; Gherghina and Volintiru 2017; Mares and Young 2019). Second,
there are high levels of electoral volatility documented both at the individual and party
level (Chiru and Gherghina 2012; Gherghina 2014; Marian 2018; Gherghina and Soare
2021), which indicate the existence of many swing voters. This volatility is reflected in
the high number of entries and exits from the political scene, and in the alternation in
government. Since 1992, there was no instance in which the party leading the govern-
ment coalition for a full term in office joined the coalition government after the legislative
elections. This happened despite that the social democrats won the popular vote in eight
out of the nine national legislative elections organised since the regime change. Although
this is the party with the lowest electoral volatility in the country, it had an important vari-
ation of electoral support in the two most recent legislative elections: in 2016 slightly
more than 45% of the votes, while in 2020 slightly less than 30%. Third, the territorial dis-
tribution of votes changes over time. Empirically, in 2020 half of the constituencies were
electoral strongholds, while the others are competitive.

The unit of analysis is the constituency. There are 43 electoral constituencies that cor-
respond to the 41 counties, which are the territorial-administrative divisions of the
country, one for the capital city Bucharest and one for the Romanians in the diaspora.
The constituencies are represented in each Chamber proportional to the share of its
population. There is an electoral threshold of 5% for political parties and one of 8–10%
for electoral alliances and coalitions, depending on the number of parties. For this
study we look at the 42 constituencies within the country’s territory; we do not include
the diaspora constituency due to its heterogenous character and limited use of
clientelism.

The dependent variable of this study is the use of electoral clientelism. We measure it
with the help of a survey conducted on a representative sample at a national level of 4316
citizens in Romania in January 2021. The survey was conducted immediately after the
2020 legislative elections and included roughly 100 respondents from each of the 41
counties plus roughly 200 from the capital city Bucharest. The sample was not represen-
tative at the county level, but there is great variation in terms of age, education and areas
of residence. The respondents had to indicate if they knew someone who was offered
during the election campaign money, food, transportation to the polls, the promise of
a job after the election, access to welfare benefits or preferential access to public services
by political parties in exchange for their votes. We treat the distribution of jobs, social
benefits or access to funds as important as vote-buying (money), food provision or trans-
portation because they are forms of rational clientelism (Yıldırım and Kitschelt 2020). We
coded 1 all those respondents who indicate knowing the recipients of at least one form of
positive clientelism and then we aggregated the answers at the county level. For example,
16 out of 100 respondents in Alba (AB) county indicated that they knew someone who
was offered clientelistic inducements, and that results in a percentage of 16% clientelism
for that county.

We use this indirect measurement of clientelism in which individuals are asked about
clientelism for the people they know because the direct question does not work.1 The
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sensitivity of the topic determines people to limit drastically the self-reporting and thus
induce social desirability bias (Gonzalez-Ocantos et al. 2012). Moreover, when asked if
they received clientelistic inducements, very few people admit it because in many
countries (including Romania) it is illegal. We asked the direct question in our survey
but the results were as expected. To use the same example of Alba, only two out of
100 persons acknowledged that they were offered clientelistic goods in exchange for
their votes. There are three caveats of the measurement used in this article. First, it
assumes that the people known by the respondents live in the same county with the
respondent. This is a realistic assumption for Romania since the counties are large –
average population size around 450,000 – and very few respondents work in a
different county than the one of residence. As such, it is likely that their acquaintances
live in the same county. There is no official statistics about the share of people working
in a different county, but many of the work-related documents are linked to the county
of residence. This limits the mobility of the population across counties. Second, there is
a possibility of underestimation of clientelism because people may be ashamed to
admit that they know someone who was offered clientelistic inducements. While this is
something likely to occur, it is a random error that can be overcome through our large
sample size (averaging over a large number of observations). Third, there is a possibility
of overestimation of clientelism if the respondents refer to the same person as a potential
recipient of clientelistic inducements. This is possible to occur but highly improbable
since the counties are large and the respondents come from different localities.

The existence of strongholds is measured by comparing the winner of popular votes in
each country in 2008, 2016 and 2020.2 In 2008 the elections were organised under a
system of mixed-member proportional representation. In 2016 and 2020 the electoral
system was proportional representation with blocked lists.3 In 2008, the major party con-
testing the elections was the Democratic Liberal Party (PDL), which merged with the
National Liberal Party (PNL) in 2014. If a county had the same winner in all three elections,
then we consider that county an electoral stronghold. Those counties in which the PDL
won in 2008, and the PNL won in 2016 and 2020 were considered strongholds because
the two parties merged. All other counties, in which the winner of the popular vote
varies, were considered swing counties. The coding shows that for this time period half
of the counties (21) are electoral strongholds, while the remaining half are swing counties.
The electoral strongholds belong to three political parties: social-democrats (PSD) has 14,
PNL has three and the Democratic Alliance of Hungarians in Romania (UDMR) has four.

The margin of victory at the county level is calculated as the difference in the share of
votes between the first- and second-ranked parties in the 2016 elections. We use the 2016
elections as a point of reference because those indicate the clarity of preferences in those
counties and how close the race was in the previous elections. These factors could
influence parties’ decisions to use clientelism at the beginning of the 2020 election
campaign.

The share of unemployed people relative to the county population, the percentage of
people in urban areas and the average population age per county are straightforward
measures. The data for all three come from the National Institute of Statistics in
Romania. The party winning the elections in the county in 2020 is a nominal variable
that differentiates between the four possible winners: PSD, PNL, Save Romania Union –
Freedom, Unity and Solidarity Party (USR PLUS) and UDMR. A fifth political party
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gained seats in the 2020 election (Alliance for the Union of Romanians, AUR), but it did not
win any county. The voter turnout is measured as the percentage of those individuals who
voted out of the voting-age population. The data for all three variables come from the
website of the Romanian Permanent Electoral Authority. For descriptive statistics that
include the mean, the standard deviation and minimum and maximum values, please
see Appendix 1.

We use a method of analysis multivariate OLS regression. We are aware of the limited
number of observations included in the analysis (42) and we are cautious when making
inferences about the causal relationships. We run three regression models: (1) with the
two main effects hypothesised in this article, (2) a model with the main effects and
those controls that highly correlate with the use of clientelism and (3) a model with
the main effects and all controls. In the analysis, the outcomes are estimates (averages
per county) and there is some uncertainty associated with them. As such, we compute
alternative heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors that allow us to account for
the uncertainty associated with using estimates as outcomes (Lewis and Linzer 2005).
We observe that the model with the uncorrected standard errors and the model with stan-
dard errors adjusted to be heteroscedasticity-consistent provide similar results. We report
the model with uncorrected errors since there is no statistically significant heteroscedas-
ticity in our data. The test for multi-collinearity shows that the independent variables and
controls are not highly correlated: the highest value of the correlation coefficient is 0.51
(margin of victory and share of unemployed people in the county) and the VIF values are
lower than 1.94.

Political parties and clientelism in Romania

The use of clientelism in the 2020 elections continues a practice documented for roughly
15 years. Although in 2016, the Campaign Finance Guide elaborated by the electoral auth-
ority put an end to any gifts (Permanent Electoral Authority 2016) and a law that punishes
the use of clientelism, electoral clientelism continued to be used. Figure 1 presents cases
of electoral clientelism documented in the national media for both local and national elec-
tions between 2012 and 2020. They are supplementary data used exclusively for illustra-
tive purposes and they are not included in the analysis. We collected the data
systematically from national and local press outlets (the online version) and the dots
reflect the frequency of unique cases. When one case was reported by several media
outlets, we do not count it twice. The red (PSD) and yellow (PNL) dots indicate that
almost every county is targeted by at least one of these two parties. Very often, the
two parties target the same counties. The distribution also illustrates that other parties
also use clientelism in many constituencies. There are several constituencies in which
none of the two major parties use clientelism but where other parties do that. This
broad category of “other” includes the main political parties running in those elections
at local and national levels; two of these are UDMR and USR, which are included in this
analysis. There is only one constituency in which there is no clientelism documented
by local or national media (BT).

Figure 2 depicts the use of electoral clientelism across the Romanian counties, based
on the answers to the survey. There is great variation between the counties. At one
extreme, only 7% of the respondents in Cluj (CJ) county acknowledged the offering of
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clientelistic inducements to their acquaintances during the 2020 election campaign. At
the other extreme, 34% of the respondents in Giurgiu (GR) county claimed that they
knew someone who was offered clientelistic goods by political parties. The average per-
centage of clientelism for the 42 observations (41 counties plus the capital city Bucharest)
is 22. This means that throughout the country one in five citizens is offered clientelistic
inducements by political parties in exchange for his/her vote.

This overview indicates that clientelism is used to a similar extent in electoral strong-
holds and in swing counties. For example, Arad (AR) is a swing county that had three
winners in the elections under scrutiny: PDL in 2008, PSD in 2016 and PNL in 2020.
Arges (AG) is an electoral stronghold of the PSD, which won the most votes in all three
elections. Both counties have the same level of electoral clientelism (20%). Other
examples of the minimum and maximum values of clientelism illustrate the same
thing. Cluj (CJ) is an electoral stronghold of the PNL, while Hunedoara (HD) is a swing
county. They both have comparable values of electoral clientelism: 7.1 and 11. At the
upper limit of clientelism, Giurgiu (GR) is a swing county in which PNL and PSD alternate
in winning the popular vote. Teleorman (TR) is an electoral stronghold of the PSD. The two
counties have comparable use of clientelism: 34 and 31.

The correlation and regression coefficients in Table 1 substantiate this observation.
There is a very weak positive correlation between core counties and the use of clientelism.
This indicates that electoral strongholds may be targeted slightly more than swing coun-
ties. However, this relationship is weak and unstable because it changes in the regression
analysis when we introduce other variables. For example, when we have a high margin of
victory (model 1), the swing counties appear to be targeted more by clientelism. None of

Figure 1. The use of electoral clientelism by political parties (2012–2020).
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these statistics is significant at the accepted levels. These findings indicate that electoral
clientelism is used to a similar extent in both core and swing counties.

Model 1 includes only the main effects and explains 27% of the use of clientelism at the
county level in Romania. Model 2 includes the main effects, the share of unemployment
and the percentage of urban area inhabitants since these were the controls with the
highest correlation coefficients. This model explains 45% of the variation of clientelism
at the county level. Model 3 adds the remaining controls, but their effect is very small
and they do not contribute to the explained variance.4 This has the same value as
Model 2. As such, for reasons related to parsimony and to fewer variables in a statistical
model with a relatively small N, we focus on Models 1 and 2.

Figure 2. The distribution of electoral clientelism across counties (2020).

Table 1. Multivariate regressions for the use of clientelism.
OLS regression

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Core vs. swing county −0.10 (1.74) −0.16 (1.62) −0.17 (1.74)
Margin of victory 0.54*** (0.05) 0.27* (0.05) 0.26* (0.05)
Share of unemployment 0.34** (166.43) 0.35* (197.18)
Percentage in the urban area −0.32** (0.06) −0.34** (0.07)
Voter turnout −0.09 (0.27)
The party winning in 2020 0.05 (0.97)
Population age 0.07 (0.63)
N 42 42 42
R2 0.27 0.45 0.45

Notes: Reported regression coefficients are standardised (beta) with standard errors in parentheses.
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.
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Figure 3 depicts the average marginal effects. Model 1 includes the two main effects
and indicates that the type of county (H1) has a weak negative effect, not statistically sig-
nificant (see Table 1) on the use of clientelism. This means that political parties use slightly
more clientelism in those counties that are swing compared to the core (electoral strong-
holds). The weak effect of the type of constituency can be explained through the electoral
system used in elections. Romania uses a closed-list PR with a redistribution of seats at the
national level. In theory, winning constituencies does not create a major difference in seat
allocation. It is likely to win the elections at the national level without winning the
majority of constituencies as long as a runner-up the margin of victory is small in many
constituencies. In practice, this has not happened so far and the party winning the elec-
tions at the national level won most constituencies.

The margin of victory (H2) has a strong and positive effect on the use of clientelism: The
counties in which there was a large difference of votes between the winning party and the
runner-up in the 2016 elections are targeted heavily by electoral clientelism compared to
those counties where the difference of votes was small. The relationship is strong and
statistically significant at the 0.01 level and holds across the regression models 2 and 3
when controlling for the other variables. For example, the Alba (AB) county was very com-
petitive in 2016 and the difference between the two parties was 1.36%. Its level of clien-
telism is 16 (Figure 2). In contrast, Buzau (BZ) had a difference of vote shares of 52.97% in
2016 and 30 for the use of clientelism. In all the counties with the use of clientelism 30 or
above, the difference in vote shares is higher than 40%.

One explanation for the intensive targeting of the counties with high margins of
victory in 2016 is that clientelism fulfils two functions. The winners from 2016 provided
clientelistic inducements to their supporters to mobilise them also in the 2020 elections,
to ensure that they turn out to vote or do not swing. The challengers used clientelism in
the 2020 elections to try to persuade some of the voters to swing, but also to appeal to

Figure 3. The effects on the use of clientelism.
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their voters or to the voters of parties other than the winner. In their case, since the
winners use inducements, clientelism can provide a cushion against a bigger fall. In
other words, they do not win the elections if they use clientelism, but they may lose
voters if they do not. The electoral competition is accompanied by clientelism in many
counties with a clear winner, which puts pressure on the other political parties running
in those counties.

The main effects hold when controlling for unemployment and urban population in
Model 2, but they are somewhat weaker for the margin of victory. This is partly
because the share of unemployment and the percentage of inhabitants in the urban
area per county have strong and significant effects. The share of unemployed people indi-
cates that clientelism targets to a large extent those counties in which individuals have
limited access to jobs. One form of positive clientelism considered in this article is the
promise of jobs after elections, which speaks directly to this problem. High unemploy-
ment means poor access to resources in general. These findings confirm previous research
that refers to the ways in which political parties target deprived communities to get elec-
toral support in the short term and/or generate voting loyalty in the medium to long term.

Clientelism is used extensively in Romanian counties with low percentages of the urban
population. The rural area is targeted mode by clientelism for at least two reasons. First, the
rural communities are small and socially cohesive and the local patrons (who provide clien-
telism) are easily identifiable. The identification rests on previous interactions and often on
affective ties established between the patron and the client (voter). These ties lead to reci-
procity, which is more achievable in rural areas (Finan and Schechter 2012). Such ties are
also conducive to adherence and commitment to a clientelistic exchange because monitor-
ing is relatively easy in rural communities (Koter 2013). Second, the clientelistic linkages
involve norms of deference and loyalty in rural areas especially when these are character-
ised by low literacy or modes of communication. The local patron can act as a connection
with the outside world (Cinar 2016). The rural areas in Romania face important socio-

Figure 4. Electoral clientelism, type of counties and margin of victory.
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economic challenges. Compared to urban areas, the average income is roughly 25% lower,
the access to daily facilities such as water is 10–15% lower, and the level of employment is
half (Fina, Heider, and Raț 2021).

Figure 4 provides supplementary evidence that the clientelistic targeting works simi-
larly across the core and swing counties. It includes the adjusted prediction for the use
of clientelism according to the margin of victory. It compares the core and swing counties.
Confidence intervals are excluded for a better visualisation, i.e. the lines of the confidence
intervals overlap and are difficult to observe. The graph indicates that the trajectories are
similar and clientelistic offerings increase in both types of counties proportional to the dis-
tance of votes between the top two competitors. In the swing counties the effects of the
margin of victory are somewhat stronger especially in those instances with a very clear
winner. In the tight races, the level of clientelism in the core counties is slightly higher
than in the swing counties. At a difference of roughly 15% between the top competitors,
the levels of electoral clientelism are equal in the core and swing counties.

Conclusion

This article aimed to explain the effects of constituency type and margin of victory on the
use of clientelism at the constituency level in the 2020 legislative election in Romania. The
results indicate that electoral clientelism is used to a similar extent in core and swing con-
stituencies, but the real difference is made by the margin of victory. The existence of clear
winners in the previous elections favours high levels of clientelistic inducements in those
constituencies. The winners seek to augment their control, while the runner-up and other
competing parties seek to narrow the distance of votes or even win the constituency. To
some extent, these reactions can be associated with a bandwagon process in which the
winner sets a trend that is followed by the competitors. The effect is similar in both core
and swing constituencies, which means that parties employ general clientelistic strategies
rather than confining it to their own or to the opposition’s electorate. Equally important,
these effects hold when controlling for economic deprivation and the share of the popu-
lation in urban areas.

This article makes several contributions that advance our understanding of electoral
clientelism. Theoretically, it develops an argument about how the limited competition
in constituencies influences the extent to which political parties use clientelistic induce-
ments to win votes. This argument engages directly with the point of competing cliente-
listic machines (Weitz-Shapiro 2014) and explains that, unlike what was claimed in the
literature, the large margins of victory in previous elections could determine parties to
use clientelism. Empirically, we show that there is no difference between core and
swing constituencies regarding the use of clientelism in the elections organised in a PR
system with national redistribution. We also illustrate that parties’ strategies under high
margins of victory are used consistently across constituencies when controlling for the
development and structure of communities. In this sense, we contradict the conclusions
of previous studies according to which high competition drives electoral clientelism.

By pointing at the margin of victory as a potential explanation for the use of clientelism,
we add context to research in settings characterised by weak partisanship. We suggest that
in addition to links with underdevelopment, previous research ignored the strategic context
in which political parties make their targeting decisions. This article moves the discussion
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about who and how is targeted beyond the types of incentives (Corstange 2018). It indi-
cates that the bigger picture of competition matters in a way that major wins or defeats
encourage political parties to use clientelism. This taps into the idea of elections as repeated
iterations between parties and voters, which are not “all or nothing” contests. Political
parties that win big have incentives to engage in electoral clientelism to continue
winning and maintaining their dominant position. At the same time, parties that suffer
major defeats in constituencies may use clientelism either to limit the scale of electoral dis-
aster or to narrow the gap from thewinner. Both approaches create a cycle that is detrimen-
tal to political representation in particular and democracy in general.

One limitation of our analysis is the limited number of units of observation (i.e. coun-
ties). Further comparative work, either cross-sectional or longitudinal, can address this
shortcoming and outline the robustness of these findings. It would be relevant to learn
how electoral clientelism develops across constituencies in countries that use a
different electoral system. Along similar lines, future research could use individual-level
data to reflect the extent to which voters react to party behaviours. While this requires
fine-grained information collected through surveys, our findings illustrate that the vari-
ation in the use of clientelism deserves intensive exploration. Another avenue for
further research could include a qualitative component in which interviews are conducted
with party representatives in charge of electoral strategies. These could inform about the
reasons behind the use of clientelism and identify the importance paid to the electoral
competition within a constituency.

Notes

1. Other potential measures such as NGO reports or expert assessments are not available. The
media reports used in the overview of the Romanian case do not provide comparable infor-
mation about clientelism in all the counties.

2. We skipped the 2012 elections because in those elections the first two major parties in the
country – the social democrats and the liberals (PNL) – formed an electoral alliance that
won roughly 60% of the votes and the vast majority of counties.

3. The existence of strongholds is calculated in the context of limited experience with elections
(three decades) and high electoral volatility in Romania. The same winner in three elections
over the most recent 12 years shows stable preferences in that county.

4. In model 3, the absence of an effect of the party winning in 2020 on the use of clientelism
may be surprising especially that the large parties in the country are associated with the
use of clientelism. The limited effect is reflected by the evidence in Figure 1 (widespread
use of clientelism by many parties) and by a question from our survey in which we asked
the respondents to identify the political parties providing the clientelistic offers during the
campaign to their acquaintances. The respondents identified all parliamentary parties as
sources of clientelism: PSD (14.6%), PNL (10.6%), USR (7.1%) and UDMR (6.2%).
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Appendix 1

Table A1. The descriptive statistics for the variables included in the analysis (N = 42).
Average Std. Deviation Min. Max.

Clientelism 22.18 6.00 7.1 34
Core vs. swing county 0.50 0.50 0 1
Margin of victory 29.50 17.91 1.38 77.19
Share of unemployment 0.01 0.005 0.002 0.03
Percentage in the urban area 51.81 12.84 31.77 100
Voter turnout 31.34 3.40 23.10 39.34
The party winning in 2020 1.71 0.97 1 4
Population age 42.56 1.66 39.1 46.8
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